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Planning tor 25th Anniversary of Kenyon Women Underway
By Jamie Smith

Homecoming weekend.
Lisa Scott referred to the workshop as a
"kickoff" for the Planning Committee, and
hopes that it will
"give the alumni
a sense of what
we have in mind
and include them

of 1994 will mark the
anniversary of women at

The autumn
iwenty-fift-

h

and the plans for a celebration to
commemorate Kenyon's adoption of a
coeducational system are underway.
Lisa Schott '84, the campus director of
Alumni and Parent Affairs, is working with
Associate Dean of Students Cheryl Steele to
ongoing
coordinate the year-loncelebration of women's contributions to the
Kenyon campus.
The first step the Committee will take
will be a Planning Workshop Weekend. The
workshop will take place in March and
ap proximately 65 alumnae have been invited
Kenyon

Suggested

during
the
celebration".
Among the
central points of
the celebration

g,

attend.
The purpose

homecoming

activities that
weekend

of the workshop

is to
efforts in planning
celebration events to take place over 1994
integrate

is:

will

Schott stated
that one of the

committee's

Angelou and Patricia

objectives is to,
"Contact every

Williams.

department,

planning committee for the 25th
Anniversary of Women at Kenyon.
--

campus dining service ARA would
expenditures by 10 percent, or
$200,000. ARA has proposed to accompl ish
this goal by several means.
These proposals include closing Gund
Servery for Friday dinners, all Saturday, and
Sunday brunch. There are also tentative
notions of requiring Kenyon students to
carry their identification cards with them in
order to get into either one of the dining

important

art exhibitions.
The 25th Anniversary Planning
student-alum-

ni

e-m- ail

halls.

e-m- ail

Both the administration and ARA say
that in spite of the budget cuts, the quality of

and the service of ARA will remain
the same next year when these new plans go
into effect
According to Dean of Students Craig
Bradley, ARA was just one of several college
departments asked to cut costs in order to
reduce the board fee. The administration
stipulated that ARA had to reduce their
budget without reducing the quality or
quantity of the food.
ARA conducted a survey and realized
that through more efficiency in purchasing,
serving more of the students' favorite foods
(such as more chicken and pasta and less red
meat) and closing the Gund Snack Shop,
they would save $116,900.
At the same time another institutional
dining service was also asked to observe
how ARA runs their operation as well as the
flow of dining traffic in both Pierce and
Gund. They suggested that ARA would be
more efficient if the weekend dining service
was consolidated since fewer students tend
to eat at the dining halls on weekends.
the food
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artist Janis Edwards will open

windows with a presentation based on her
experience as a member of the Amish

:

every group, to
make everyone
aware of how

women have

ni

The administration then informed the
student life committee of the options in
order to gain an initial consensus of what
students would think. After the meeting,
Trey Dobson, chair of the student life
committee, sent an all student
last
week informing the Kenyon student body of
the reductions and to see if anyone had any
questions or suggestions.
Dobson says that so far the response has
been split in the middle as to whether or not
Gund should be closed for most of the
weekend. However he notes that almost all
of the people who responded to his
were completely against any type of access
control.
Feelings in the bookstore on Monday
afternoon ranged from complete apathy to
concern that the food will decrease in qual ity
and that any form of access control will ruin
feeling of Kenyon.
the close-knSenior Neil Carlson said, "The school
is so clearly hard up for money that with
every cut in the budget, I wonder what my
diploma is going to mean in five years with
the financial trajectory they're on." He
added, "I see no reason to believe that the
quality of the food won't suffer."
A decision should be made about
possible changes within a month, Dobson
believes. Any decision will be made by the
administration and ARA.
Dobson speculated that if ARA
continues to be socompliant with the school's
needs, the administration will not put out
bids to other food services.
Charlotte McGlothlin, a first year
student, believes, "Some of the new
programs are really reasonable" but is also
concerned about the quality of the food.

reduce its

Lisa

student-alum-

Forced to Cut Next Year's
Budget by 10 Percent or $200,000
that the

other
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By Stephanie Adams

networking

lecturers

discussion panels, various speakers, archival

student-alumna- e

committee is currently working through
small subcommittees which will focus on
specific aspects of the celebration, such as

time later, disgruntled and disgusted.
see page two

been" in the Kenyon community.
The participation of other campus
organizations and the Kenyon faculty is
very important to the anniversary celebration
because the Planning Committee budget is
too small to finance all of the events alone.
The anniversary committee plans to
work with Student Lectureships in an effort

to draw speakers to the campus - suggested
lecturers include Gloria Steinem, Toni
Morrisson, Maya Angelou and Patricia
Williams.
Schott and Dean Steele indicated plans
to integrate the celebration with traditional
campus events such as Commencement,
Matriculation, and Honor's Day. Committee
members have also proposed the possibility
of working with faculty to coordinate weekly
common hour presentations focusing on
women's issues and women's roles at
Kenyon.
At present, the Committee is sponsoring
a contest among Kenyon students through
which it hopes to officially name the
anniversary celebration as well as to acquire
a logo to be used on all posters advertising
events related to the 25th Anniversary of
women at Kenyon.
Details about the contest are unavai lable
at present, but Schott hopes to have a logo
and celebration name before spring break so
that the committee can present it to alumni
and use the logo to advertise its upcoming
Planning Workshop.

1994 Rush Events Prove Successful
By Robert Rogers

Fraternities and the Thetas hailed
Kenyon's 1994 Greek rush as a success
despite the frustration many groups feel
second semester rush
with a
period. 35 percentof males entering Kenyon
this year pledged a fraternity, while 1993's
rush garnered only 25 percent of a larger
body of students.
S tudents and adm inistration alike credit
variety, advertising, and greater interpersonal
contact with making this year's rush so
effective.
"Last yearl didn't feel it was publicized
as well...I didn't feel the groups were really
getting out there," said Student Activities,
Organizations, and Greek Affairs Director
Beth Dudley. "I think they on some level
realized that this year and advertised a little
better..."
religious
"Rush is not an
experience," said Beta Theta Pi member S id
Ranck. "It's kind ofjust an excuse to get off
campus. I mean, it's nothing you wouldn't
do on your own, except this way somebody
else is paying for it, when you're a freshman."
Activities during rush ranged from pig
roasts and trips to local restaurants to time
spent tobogganing, going to dance clubs or
factory.
touring the Anheuser-Busc- h
"I think the fraternity (Betas) comes up
with the most creative ideas," said newly
student Ben Jump. Going
pledged first-yedifferent places, out of Gambier, is a good
idea, and gives you a sense of what their
interests are...whether they're an academic
fraternity oran athletic fratemity...gives you
a kind of overview of what the fraternity's
like."
Phi Kappa Sigma member, Robert
Herzog said, "First semester we develop a
relationship with them and they end up
rushing. So it's hard for us to judge how
successful our events really are, because
essentially the people we end up getting are
guys we knew in advance."
While the number of students going
Greek has not changed significantly since
the administration instituted the January
"delayed rush" two years ago, members of
many organizations feel that the quality of
rush itself has been hurt by the change.
"We were the last class to rush first
two-wee-

k,

out-of-bo- dy

ar

semester, which I think has had a huge
impact on fraternities here at Kenyon,"
Herzog said. "It's two weeks before you get
to know the people, and then you have to
decide whether or not to pledge. I think
that caused a lot of anxiety with the first-yestudents now."
Greek Council President, Chad Withers
said, "I think a lot of the groups and myself
would very strongly like to see it go back at
some point in time."
Many feel that having a delayed rush
forces organizations to recruit groups or
students, rather than
cliques of first-yeindividuals, hampering the ideal of group
brother-o- r
sisterhood.
"Having it second semester, most
freshmen already have a fairly
circle of friends." explained Delta Phi
member Andy Wilson.
ar

ar

well-defin-

Theta President

ed

Katie Warwick

concurred. "It was really hard coming back
and having rush start the day we came back
from winter break. People are settling in,
things are starting. For me, personally, it
was a nightmare. A lot of girls, I think, feel
like they'll have no friends within the
sorority if their friends don't join with
them."
The administration, however, seems
determined to keep rush in January, citing
students to orient
the need for first-yethemselves before becoming involved in
Greek life.
"I think that the college is pretty
committed to deferred rush," said Dudley.
"I've heard it from some other people in the
administration that if it would ever go back
to a fall rush, it would be sophomore rushing
only. They feel it's important that students
get here on campus and have some time to
adjust."
Jump agrees. "I think the second
semester is a lot better. I think...if you were
to do it in the first semester, it puts a lot of
stress on you, especially ifyou're a freshman
and you're rushing. Having been here for a
semester gives you an idea of what you have
to do, and how much time you have to
prepare for your academic life, and then
coming into the second semester you can
ar

adjust"
"As corny as it may sound, there really
RUSH
page eight
see
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Senior

Kenyon Needs to Alter 100

There is no question that Kenyon has a great need to raise donations, and that
graduating seniors are a good place to start. However, we believe that the 100 Senior
program needs to change the tone it sends out
During the course of this year's campaign, seniors were bombarded with a plethora
reasons
to give, all of which were based on some form guilt laced logic. Students may
of
have decided to give, but it was usually not out of the kindness of their heart or a genuine
willingness to help the college. Rather, they gave so as to get their pesky representative
off their back. Wc feel that this may be effective in the short term, but few seniors will
look back with fondness on their entrance to their giving status. This is probably not the
best way of insuring long term giving.
m Collecting money is always a difficult task, but one might consider that during one's
senior year, a less aggressive stance could be taken. Seniors have many things to worry
about; comprehensive examinations, finding a job, and fulfilling leadership positions
around campus. One more worry only adds to our burden and limits our abilities to
accomplish these goals.
We feel that there are more positive forms of motivation than the current system.
Perhaps 100 senior Could be a way to celebrate our final year in Gambier. Through such
a method, wc would be reminded of what a great four years we have had, and why we
should give in the future instead of being beaten over the head with a stick as the present
program does.
:Si We raise no questions as to the necessity of this program, we merely question it's
procedures. Gaining large scale commitment from seniors docs help with corporate
donations as well as benefit Kenyon's overall financial status. What we object to,
however, is how during the second semester of our senior year wc are hounded for cash
as if we were already alumni, instead of seniors enjoying their last few months in
Gambier. We ask only for a program which instead of harassing us will enhance our final
days on campus and convince us why we should donate in the years ahead
Written by members of the editorial board.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Dear Editors:
What would a week at Kenyon be
without something to complain about? This
week we've aimed our sights at our college's
highest office. One of the things that every
(well almost every) Kenyon student has to
look forward to over their years here is
graduation. Whether you've seen a
graduation or not, the picture one conjures
in their mind is very pleasing. First, of
course there is the beautiful May afternoon,
all the professors looking all robed and
the various administrators looking
doubtfully at the mob assembled before
them, as if to say "well I don't believe it.
They actually made it!" Anyway, you get
the picture, your typical small, liberal arts,
college graduation
Oh yeah, one more
thing: The President Always, ALWAYS,
there is the President. Our institution's most
executive officer. P.J. has got to be there on
his throne, and why wouldn't he? Well, this
year there is no P.J., and why? Apparently
all these years our very own Prcs has had
kids of his own (who woulda thought it?),
and now its their turn to commence.
Our question is this: wilhoutPhil Jordan
how do we graduate? Granted he hasn't
been all that integral in our education, but
who gives us the stinking diplomas? The
Provost? No thanks. We didn't wait four
years, and put up with all the inherent hassle
work that is Kenyon College to put 450
self-inflate- d,

Y-N- ot

marbles, or paperclips (or whatever it is this
year) into Mr. Browning's hand. No offense
to the Provost, but it just wouldn't be the
same. (Just what is a Provost anyway?)
Couldn't Kenyon float the funds to send
some drama major with a video camera to
Colby for the day, I mean really, those kids
won't know the difference. Phil will just be
a face in the crowd at Colby, but at Kenyon
he is the face in the crowd. We understand
that the man has kids, however we also
understand that he is the symbolic head of
quite a large family
its called the Kenyon
family, and despite the fact that us kids have
fought amongst ourselves and with our
various disciplinarians for four years now
we want our big Daddy to be at our greatest

moment
But lets consider for a moment that,
despite this impassioned plea, he takes off to
Colby anyway. Docs he get paid for that
day? Docs the Provost get a little something
extra? Remember the Houston Oiler who
didn't play his scheduled Sunday game to be
present at the birth of his child? He got his
pay docked. Maybe the Trustees can apply a
little pressure on this one.
Come on Phil! Besides, the Provost
would be a horrible target for Champagne
corks.
Sincerely,
Theodore J. Holder
John D. Hatfield

Cycling & Fitness

133 South Main St. Mount Vernon, OH 43050
392-610-

0

SCOTT, PRO FLEX
SCHWINN AND TREK BICYCLES, SPECIALIZED
ROLLERBLADES, OAKLEY SUNGLASSES, YAKIMA ROOF
REPAIR AND SERVICE ON ALL MAKES

Greeks and Clubs earn S50 to S250 for
yourself plus up to S5CO for your club!
1-800-93-

This fund raiser costs nothing and lasts one week. Call now and
receive a free gift.
Ext. 65
2-0528,

Larson On Life . . .
Students Must Respect One Another
By Kate Larson
On Friday evening, I went to Phi lander's
Phebruary Phling in high spirits and wearing
my best clothes. I returned home some time
later, disgruntled and disgusted, with a
good coat,
lacerated foot, a
clothes that reeked of smoke, and a hearty
dislike for evening social events at Kenyon.
The Rick Brunetto Big Band was
wonderful. The decorations were great.
The special effects in the Techno room were
But the guests at this
suitably
event were, in
supposedly
As the
disorderly.
and
drunk
largenumbers,
evening wore on, I gTew tired of being
pushed or slammed into everywhere I went,
tired of having cigarette smoke wafting into
my face as people drifted through the crowd
with lit cigarettes, tired of seeing people
with glazed eyes stumbling from room to
room holding onto steadier people for dear
life. I honesdy could not believe that anyone
would think this "phun."
The last straw came when my foot got
crushed (with a very sharp heel) by a pair of
drunken careening women as my friend and
I danced in a relatively uncrowded part of
the Great Hall, minding our own business
and trying to avoid this exact situation. We
went to the coat room, only to find a sea of
coats thrown to the floor; ours, of course,
among them. People were going through
there and pulling coats off the hooks and
dropping them on the floor for no apparent
reason. Mine escaped with smears of floor
dust and footprints. His had a button that
had been forcefully ripped off. Another
friend of ours lost his coat entirely , containing
his room keys and other needed items.
As we waited for a southbound
limousine that never came, we were told by
a knowledgeable source that earlier in the
evening, a group of thirty-som- e
intoxicated
students had approached one limo at a stop
and started jumping on it. They ended up
bending the radio antenna over. "You try to
do something nice for people here, and this
is what you get," the source said disgustedly.
We couldn't agree more.
After making it back to my room, I
found that my foot was bruised and bleeding.
The two women who had inflicted this injury
never noticed that they'd forcefully crashed
into and stepped on anyone, much less
apologized. Yes, collisions happen atdances.
But the violent careening and slamming in
the Great Hall was reminiscent more of a
mosh pit at an alternative concert than of the
civilized Big Band era the place was
supposed to evoke.
Needless to say, I was angry, as were a
number of people I've talked to since then.
Rumor has it that the casino part of the
Phling was canceled because "too many
people showed up drunk last year and were
cheating." If this year's Phling was an
attempt to cut down on drunken attendees, it
failed miserably. Everyone I've talked to
has been more upset by the crowd that was
there than by the actual event itself.
What is wrong with Kenyon students
that so many consider this behavior fully
I don't know whether the
acceptable?
problem lies in the presence of too much
alcohol on this campus, or too many people
who can't handle it. I'm leaning toward the
latter hypothesis. Where is there a law that
a good time in college equals alcohol? I
don't think there is one. But any time a
nonalcoholic event comes up here, more
people show up smashed than not. It's
pathetic, not to mention detrimental to all
involved. Those who have chosen not to
drink or to drink in moderation have their
good time ruined by those whocannot control
themselves. And it's not only parties. Look
at what happened to the Mather computer
much-stepped--

mind-jarriri-

g.

non-alcohol-

ic

on

room, or to that limousine. Both are things
we are all privileged to have. Yet many
students don't appreciate them. In fact, they
enjoy inflicting damage on them. Perhaps
they go through life expecting that Mom and
Dad will pay for everything. More likely,
their judgment was severely impaired by
their intoxication.
I don't have a problem with moderate
drinking, but it seems to be a rarity arounc

here.

Perhaps moderate drinking

j

completely overshadowed in my mind by
too many people's inability to stop. This is
not to say that almost every Kenyon student
is a hopeless drunk. At times like last Frida;
night, however, it seems that way. I used tc
think everyone went through an early phase
of experimenting with drinking a lot, ani
then settled down with a reasonable limit
How wrong I was. At the Senior Class
Dinner in December, so many people were
drunk and obnoxious that neither our senior
class president nor President Jordan could
make their speeches heard. People were so
rowdy and unwilling to setde down forever,
a few minutes that we couldn't hear a thing
they were'saying. It was unbelievably rude,
not to mention embarrassing, to the rest of us
who came to have a nice dinner among
friends. I was ashamed to be a senior that
evening.
As I sat there watching this
spectacle, I feltreadier than ever to graduate
and leave this boorish behavior far behini
The Senior Class dues charged to each
of us will cover, among other things, thecost
of a beer truck during Senior Week. Withoa
being given any choice in the matter, I am
contributing to this perpetual infestation of
drunkards, and I am not pleased about u.
Several people I know are saying they won't
pay dues if it's going for a beer truck they
don't condone, much less plan on taking
advantage of. Petition, anyone? The fact
that this is a longtime tradition condoned by
the school is even more sickening. If they
think seniors on the brink of graduation are
going to be responsible drinkers, they are
sadly mistaken. This kind of tradition only
encourages the idea that college is one long
beerfest.
More and more, I believe that Kenyon
is overly lenient in allowing students to
adopt habits that are destructive to themselves
and others. Perhaps those in high places will
respond that students here should be treated
as adults and are not in need of supervision
or restriction, and that most students they
know can handle themselves just fine.
However, the behavior witnessed at the
Phling and the senior dinner, and the
vandalism in Mather attributed to a group of
intoxicated students is not, by any stretch of
the imagination, indicative of responsible
young adults who can handle themselves
and their freedom.
I myself would rather lose privileges
and complete freedom if it meant that I
could go to an event like the Phling and not
have to worry about bodily injury, or that
nonalcoholic events would be truly so. I
e
boarding
find myself wishing for an
school environment: adult chaperons, rules
that do not allow alcohol in your room,
serious punishment when policy is ignored.
Even today, there are colleges with
stricter policies about alcohol and behaving
responsibly. At Western Maryland, where
my sister goes, the RA's "write you up" if
you are drunk and disturbing others, and
apparently it's a fairly serious thing. A
neighbor of mine at home was suspended
from Roanoke College for a semester after
being caught with a fridge full of alcohol in
his room. Around here, it's enough
punishment for security to break up the
party. If they find your room full of alcohol,
marijuana, and drug paraphernalia, you get
see LARSON page eight
old-tim-
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Despite Changes, Philander's Phling Remains Phabulous
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By Jennifer Boehme

The fourth

annual

Philander's

Phebruary Phling brought nearly the entire
campus together in Peirce on Friday for an
evening of dancing fun. The only semi-formformal enough to employ limousines
to and from their
to transport party-goedorms, this year's Phling had two bands
instead of the usual one.
RickBrunctto.a former faculty member,
and his Big Band played to a swinging
crowd in the Great Hall. The room was
transformed into a
happening dance hall,
complete with red-l- it
fountain by the back
While couples
wall.
swung beneath portrai ts
of Kenyon's founders,
next door in Upper
Dcmpsey a techno rave
offered an experience
Packed with
seldom found in Gambier.
dancing, gyrating bodies, the hall was blasted
from one end with strobe lights and from the
other with images from a huge video screen.
A somewhat overly-intens- e
situation for
those unaccustomed to raves, many others
reveled in its unpredictability and organized
al

rs

Committee wanted to prolong the fun,
stretching it to two days instead of having
everything on one night. The committee
also believed that upperclassmen m ight want
a change from the casino theme. Stacey
Allen '94 was the overseer of the student
committee which included Levon Sutton,
Amdanda Moser, Rachel Erenstof, Cija
Russell, Paula Arriagada, Johnny Walker,
Katie Warwick, and Laura Wesscl. The
committee was "actively advised" by Beth
Dudley.
Credit for the

creation

Philander's

Chris Frisby deemed
the evening a
"spinning good time"

confusion.

Both bands

met great reviews.

According to Chris Frisby the evening was
"a spinning good time." Kat Knudson said,
"liked the two dances and thought they went

really well." Many upperclassmen,
however, missed the casino theme of years
past. Sophomore Daewon Lee said that last
year's events were better, becau 1 se not only
was there a dance, but also a casino where
participants could win prizes. Senior James
Carrott felt the same way. He was not as
interested in participating this year as in past
Phlings primarily because of the lack of a
casino. But the two different dances instead
of one made up for this loss in many people's
minds. "It was fun to be able to go back and
forth between two different dance scenes
instead of just having the big band" said one
over

student
The change from a Friday night casino

year's Saturday afternoon carnival
about for two reasons. The Planning

to this

came

of

Phling is due to
an anonymous

trustee.
This
individual set
aside funds to be
used for an
all-camp-

us,

non-

alcoholic activity
during the winter. Splitting up Gambier's
winter dreariness, the Phling was an instant
hit Each year there was a different theme.
For the original Phling, it was Las Vegas. In
1992 it was a speak-easand last year was
Mardi Gras. Although the theme differed,
the events were primarily the same. Last
year, however, a dance class was held on
Saturday morning so people could wow
each other with their newly acquired ability
to Charleston and Fox Trot during the
evening's dance. One year there were even
hot tubs set out in front of Peirce.
The limo service, provided each year,
usually works well, except for this time.
Abuse of the vehicles by inebriated persons
caused serious damage. Although these
incidents were isolated and accidental, they
as well as the
affected other limo-goedrivers. Becauseof thedamage, the Planning
Committee and the limo service decided to
call off the service for future Phlings.
On Saturday afternoon, for the second
half of the Phling, Wertheimer Fieldhouse
underwent a transformation into a carnival.
With enough activities to rival any town
carnival, this one was better because
everything was free.
Hundreds of students, faculty and staff
members took part in the many novelty
y,

rs

LaFleur Presents View On Abortion
By Miranda Stockett
Last Thursday evening Professor
William R. LaFleur of the University of
Pennsylvania spoke to a crowd of Kenyon

and students on the issue of abortion.
LaFleur mentioned neither pro-lifnor who was right or wrong. His
lecture, entitled "Doing Things Differently:
Abortion and Buddhism in Japan," dealt
with a unique perspective on an issue that
has long stood at the forefront of controversy
in the United States. The abortion issue is a
problem that the Japanese resolved long
ago; there is no debate about it there, nor is
there any literature in Japan discussing
abortion as a social problem.
LaFleur described the way in which the
Japanese view abortion. According to the
Buddhist tradition, there is no absolute
difference between the process of dying and
the process of being born
they are merely
a part of
a cycle. In the United States,
however, death is seen as an absolute, and
funerals are held to allow a person to pass
from the community forever.
In Japan
everyone is seen as coming from the world
f the gods and the Buddha and it is to that
world that they will return.
In Japan aborted children are referred to
as "children of the waters." Abortion is a
tool used to aid families. The Japanese can
see no reason to give birth to a child who is
unneeded or unwanted; it is a child who
faculty

e,

pro-choic- e,

should not be born at this time.
There is no finality in the cessation of
life for the aborted fetus. The mother grieves,
but knows that the child will return again at
a more convenient time. Theguiltofabortion
is not hidden or denied but rather amends are
made. Women who have aborted children
will go to temples to pray that the child will
be returned to the gods and Buddha until it
the world.
is ready to
how the Japanese
explained
LaFleur
this kind of
accept
to
come
had
culture
social behavior. During the late 1700s-earl- y
1800s, Japan experienced a period of very
low population growth. No wars, famines or
diseases kept high birth rates at bay, but
rather, a positive experience with birth
h
control. Keeping the family in
the
after
and,
desirable
state became very
legalized
a
was
n,
abortion
loss of World War
and widely utilized process.
LaFleur then showed slides of the many
cemeteries set up for the "children of the
water." Elaborate grave sites with small
re-ent-

er

anon-growt-

carved protector statues, pinwheels,

rivers
umbrellas, pacifiers and incense-line- d
Parents
and hillsides all throughout Japan.
bring their children to meet their 'siblings'-ther- e
is no guilty impulse to hide abortion,
for it is believed that the aborted life will rejoin the family when the time is right.
LaFleur's lecture was both fascinating
and enlightening. It shed a new light on a
debate that has grown old and stubborn.

events. These included the Bungee Run,
Bouncy Boxing, theFlytrap and the ultimate
test of power
the High Striker. All of
these activities were acquired through the
Dancing Bear Company.
A clown, a caricature artist and a palm
reader were also present So was a giant
twister game which went unnoticed in the
corner. And if one got hungry, there was
popcorn, soft pretzels, drinks and snow
cones, not to mention cotton candy.. .all for
free. The fact that no one had to pay for these
events made it more appealing to people
who would not have otherwise wanted to

trek down to the Fieldhouse in the
weather.
Students hadalot of fun participating in
the various activities. "This is better than
not-so-war-

m

Disney World!" one happy student
announced. All lines were relatively short,
except for the palm reader for whom people
waited an hour or more.
Many people, like Beth Dudley "love
Philander's Phling because it is the one
campus event in which everyone, students,
faculty, and staff get to take part and have a
great time."
commemorating the
event are still being sold for $10.
Tee-shir-

ts

Speaker Broaches Question of God
By Rachel

Orr

There seem to be two categories of
believers in this world: those who believe
with their mind only those ideas which are
scientifically proven true, and those who
believe with their heart
Yet when it comes to the sensitive
subject of whether or not there is a God,
those who possess the former rationale often
have a difficult time accepting an unprovable,
imperceivable spirit as their savior.
However, Ohio State University's Jim
Silvester presented a lecture last Tuesday
evening which may have aided those
doubters in search of a new faith.
"Does God Exist," sponsored by the
Kenyon Christian Fellowship, was not a
radical, chaotic riot, nor was it a deeply
moving conversion process. The purpose of
the lecture was not to prove the existence of
God, since such a spirit can not technically
be proven; instead, the speaker stated that
he was simply offering arguments to suggest
it is a "rational and properly basic right to
believe in a god."
In the beginning of the talk, Silvester
explained that there are many Christian
theists in philosophy who have provided a
great deal of input implying that their God is
certainly a rational being. He discussed
different types of beliefs, including sense
and self evidence, as well as incorrigible and
innate realizations. Further concentrating
on logical and rational conclusions, he
proceeded to review some basic arguments
of morality, truth, and cosmology, among
others.
Although the oration was indeed well
organized in a logical order, I was wondering
whether it was making a huge impact on the
members of the audience. People who use

faith instead of rational reasoning to define
their belief in God m ight have had trouble at
times following why these arguments
suggested God exists. I was also disappointed
with the fact thatSilvesterdidnotincorporate
any actual biblical examples into his talk,
which would have possibly been more
straightforward and helped to enlighten the
doubters in the group. Using only those
words probably would not have meant very
much to them, but a few references could
have been effective.
The audience was silent during the
lecture itself, yet when it came time for the
question and answer session, my question
concerning the effectiveness of the speech
was answered when hands sprung up with
questions and concerns from Christians and
alike. Many people jumped
at the opportunity to prove that the points
Silvester made were contradictory to what
they believed, yet their concerns were
handled in an impressively calm,
professional manner, so as to not offend
anyone. If hecould not provide areasonable
answer to the question, at least he left them
with a question or opinion they could later
consider and attempt to arrive at their own
conclusion.
This lecture was indeed necessary, for it
is crucial to address an important topic such
as this with people who may be seriously
confused about their personal beliefs and
have never had the opportunity to have their
queries answered before. Perhaps they were
confused because they had not previously
approached the subject in this light. With
this new form of rational knowledge, they
can decide what exactly it is they choose to
believe. And maybe that was exactly what
Silvester was trying to get his listeners to do
think for themselves.
non-Christia-

ns

Schacter Praises Lover's Daring Style
By Beth Schacter

HaroldPinter'sone actThe Lover is, on
paper, a confusing mesh of sexual
perversions and English witticisms. It is
anything but simple. But the KCDC
production on February fourth and fifth,
directed by Rebecca Feldman, was a
wonderfully clear portrait of what it takes to
stay in lust with your wife.
The play details the life of Richard
(James Feuer) and his wife (Laura Copeland).
Richard is in love with his wife, but
seemingly not in lust with her. Instead of
leaving her, they arrange visits from a lover,
Max, also played by Feuer. This double
identity keeps their sex life fierce, but the
play really starts when RichardMax can't
decide who deserves Copeland more.
Although hindered by slow scene changes
the play moved quickly and smoothly,
bringing the audience along for a weird ride.
Feuer has a lot of talent and has grown
in the past three years. The
a lot
stage belonged to him, and his face was
never dull or still. The clearest acting for
He
Feuer was his decision making
was able to make clear, interesting decisions
without seeming forced or coy. His weakest
moment was the first Max scene. Neither
on-sta-

ge

on-stag-

e.

Copeland nor Feuer took the game seriously,
and seemed so shocked by the audience's
laughter that they played the lines, instead ofr
the more important pauses. Therefore the
the audience's favorite- - was
the least believable yet most crucial point of
was still high
the play. Although the pay-oduring the second Max scene, Copeland's
character suffered. If the pauses had been
clearer, we may have been able to see a
woman at odds with her husband, instead of
herself, and we would have been more on
her side.
That was the only problem for Copeland,
who managed to be funny and smart, pulling
off a gem of a role. She was wonderfully
poised, and if her almost British accent
distracted the audience, it wasn't for long.
Her ability to play the action, instead of the
sexuality, paid off at almost every turn.
Even at her worst, which wasn't often,
Copeland was a precise, competent actress.
Rebecca Feldman, who directed this
piece, wasn't doing this for thesis credit, or
even glory. It seemed rather, that she directed
for the sheer experience of it (which must
have been quite close to hang gliding or
bungee jumping). Pinter isn't easy in three
acts, and in one act he is obtuse and
see LOVER page eight
game-althou-
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Community Steps Back to Remember a "Classy Lady"
Mrs. Mary MacWilliam Greenslade 1911-199- 4
By David

Frank and Greg Nock

I, David Frank, remember one cold

winter's day last year when the sidewalk
near the post office was icy and a nice
looking old woman sitting in her car with the
door open said "Young man."
"Yes," I replied. "Grab my arm. I need to
walk to the post office." she asked. "Sure,"
I said.
That day, Mrs. Greenslade and I walked
to the post office. We exchanged names,
learned about each other's home towns and
she told me she would remember who I was.
As I sat at the funeral last Thursday , I learned
how vital she was to the Kenyon community.
The Church of Holy Christ was full of all
sorts of people: the Betas were the ushers,
many alums (some who had flown from far
away just to attend the service), present
students (including all sorts of athletes),
Faculty and Administration.

adopted friend from the community at the
games. Everybody else on the team would
honor their parents as their biggest fans but
since mine wouldn't come, I'd honor her.
Once a year she invited the team over for
teas to her house, so she could get to know
the players. She would tell us about the
history of Kenyon, her husband and when
they use to go to our games together. She
always wanted to know what we thought."
Fryberg also remarked: "She was a very
special friend to

me. Jne was
always spirited
and full of life. I
think you just felt
that from being
around her. Our
team loved how
and
friendly

She

was

she would receive a Newscope, Fortnightly
and other school publications. They kept her
up to date on what was going on.
"She wouldn't wait until Friday when
the office received the Collegian" said Lisa
Schott, Director of Alumni and Parent
Affairs. "She would go to Peirce so she
could get it on Thursdays."
Schott also commented, "It was a funny
kind of relationship because we were so use
to seeing her everyday. She would just pop
in. I think the main
reason she visited
this office was she
had to know what
was going on and
she did not want to

always

spirited and full of life"

lose

that

keep her in the club without having her have
to cook a meal. We still treasured he:
company, but wanted to make it easier or
her. When she found out I had worked the
schedule so she wouldn't have to cook, she
got very upset. She thought we were
drumming her out! She wanted to do her
share."
Stokes' relationship to Mrs. Greenslade
was not limited to monthly gatherings,
however.
"I've known her for about ten years, but
we became friends over the last three or
four. My husband and I volunteered to pick
her up for basketball games after her husband
died."
Mrs. Greenslade's devotion to the
Lords' and Ladies' basketball teams remains
a large part of Stokes' memories.
"S he was thrilled about the Men's team's
success this season, and she stuck with the
women's team through thick and thin. In
many ways, she was the girls' stuanchest
supporter."

connection. It was
Senior Stephanie Fryberg
also because I was
very fond of her
spirited she was
husband, I was a
towards us."
Mrs. Greenslade's contact with the Beta natural link for her. We talked about him all
Theta Pi Fraternity at Kenyon was also very the time."
I, Greg Nock, met Mrs. Greenslade
graduated
father
"After her surgery, I called Tracy
(whose
friend
extensive. Senior Todd S tewart, treasurer of
When trying to describe her character,
through a
from Kenyon in 1969). My friend had the Betas, talked about how the fraternity
Schott said,"She loved the students so much. Schermer to see if going to the games would
basically known Mrs. Greenslade for most had helped her out since the passing away of That's what kept her going after Tom died. be okay for her recovery. He thought it was
of his life, having been to Gambier with his her husband, Thomas Greenslade '31, who She had to be out with people. She would a great idea. When Mary found out, she
went around telling everyone how I had
parents for countless reunion events. I was was a Beta. They would do chores around
kind of attack anyone she met: She would
called him to get perm ission for her," S tokes
introduced, almost in passing, to Mrs. the house, including yard work. She had immediately identify herself then talk about
Greenslade only once, but every time I saw come to a number of their parties, including
the college, the Betas or whatever was on laughed.
In fact, the Saturday before she died,
her thereafter, she recognized me. After her the Christmas dinner. They saw her at the her mind. She called herself the Godmother
death, I was continually amazed at how post office very often.
of Kenyon Athletics. I also took her to Mr. Stokes called Mrs. Greenslade to see if
many stories like mine I heard. That one
she wanted to go to the game. She replied:
On Thursdays she would eat with the regional gatherings of Alumni and Parents.
n
surprised
person could be so
Betas in Peirce so she could pick up a copy She loved to talk to people at those things."
"I'll die if I don't go." The women's team
me, and made me realize that Kenyon really of the Collegian.
won that game.
Her relationship to alums was strong, also.
is a community, not just a campus.
As part of the BetaGreenslade tradition,
Unfortunately, Mrs; Greenslade
Thomas Stamp, Director of Public
the Betas would bring their newly-picke- d
from
his
couldn't attend the Men's game later that
Affairs, knew Mrs. Greenslade
night, but insisted that Stokes call her to let
As we both talked to people that were pledge class to meet this unique woman.
days as a student at Kenyon.
her know how it turned
Every time the Betas would see her, she
her friends we learned that she participated
in a wide range of events. She would go to as would talk to them. "She could talk your ear
out
Greenslades
off," said Stewart. "But she was a classy
many campus events as she could, especially
"I finally called
were sort of like
her around twenty after
Women's Basketball games, and the Beta lady and a fun person to be around."
Christmas party. Everyday she would go to
Stewart also commented, "The thing
ten, to find her wide
grandparents for
the post office and talk to the people she that sticks out in my mind most about her
awake, Stokes sail
my class," he
bumped into. After the post office, she would was you could tell she still loved her husband
"She told me 'You're
said,"butl didn't
even after he had been dead for a few years.
go to the College Relations Center to chat.
early!!! I wasn't
how
realize
One of the students we talked to was She talked about him a lot I never met him,
expecting you to call
significant their
senior Stephanie Fryberg, who knew Mrs. but I feel like I know him from her stories."
until 11:30!"'
was
relationship
- Marilyn Stokes, Assistant to the
Greenslade as a huge fan of the Kenyon
After Mr. Greenslade died. The Al urn n i
She then told
until I went to a
Director of International Education
Women's Basketball team. Fryberg Development office people became her base wedding of a
Stokes: "I'll sleep well
transferred into Kenyon for her sophomore
of operation. She had done everything with good friend a
tonight knowing both
year, and since she played basketball she Mr. Greenslade. For about the last three
my teams won." Thai
couple of years
became good friends with Mrs. Greenslade.
years, she visited that office every working
night, she peacefully passed away.
after graduating."
"My family could never come to the games,"
day.
"I hate that she's gone before the end of
The wedding was in Michigan,
six-hosaid Fryberg. "She would always be my
They office people kept a box for her so approximately a
drive from the season," Stokes lamented. "I wish she
Gambier, but the Greenslades were present.
could have seen the teams all the way
I
"When returned to Kenyon to work,
through."
But Mrs. Greenslade's relationship to
our friendship picked up where it left off,"
Fifty-FouStamp said. "At parties, she would grab my Kenyon students was not limited to the
elbow, and walk me around telling people
athletic teams.Kenyon students were her
By Mike Goldstein
and the post office, this small park is a rather
she knew me when I was a child."
family," Stokes said. "She hated vacation
pleasant addition to downtown Gambier.
Stamp remembers Mrs. Greenslade for times, especially after Tom's death."
When the Gambier Post Office was
Gambier Postmaster Charles E. her frankness, as he was frequently the target
Of course, Mrs. Greenslade was not
under construction in 1940, interior design Woolison is extremely pleased with the
of her honesty.
only close to people who escape Gambia
plans allotted space for up to five service outcome. "When I looked at the plans for
"She had absolutely no problem telling
for breaks.
windows and over 200 mail boxes. Well,
the post office ," Woolison said, "it showed
me when I'd gained weight," he laughed.
According to Susan Givens, a friend of
five windows would have been a bit of a parking lot between the two buildings. So
"Of course, she also never hesitated to Mrs. Greenslade, she was an excellent role
overkill, even today, and there are certainly
I asked Total Landscape what they could do
complement me when I lost it again."
model for women on campus, and all
more than just over 200 boxes in the P.O. with the front." Although the park looks a
Stamp's fondest memory of Mrs. students.
Other than the addition of a mural depicting
bit dismal in the winter, Woolison believes
Greenslade centers on his relationship with
"I was the first female dean after women
the arrival of Bishop Philander Chase and it will beautify Gambier come spring. "I
her husband. "I grew close to Tom through
came to Kenyon," Givens said. "The
Mount Vemon attorney Henry B. Curtis on think this spring when everything blooms it work, and when he died, she gave me the Greenslades were among the first people to
the hill, the post office has not seen much will be an asset to the village," Woolison
jacket he wore on his tour sessions," he said. receive me and my husband into the
change since 1940.
said. 'The old shrubs didn't look good
"When I give the tours now, I wear the jacket community.
In fact, I often created
In the last year or so, however, the anyway."
and tell the story. That was a special thing opportunities for students to meet her. She
community has seen the post office go
There are still changes to come in the for her to do."
was kind ofakeeperof proper behavior. She
through several cosmetic changes. Last post office. This week, blinds were added to
While it is true that her husband was a had a way of reminding people that civility
semester, of course, everybody watched and the windows, and Woolison said that there major part of Mrs. Greenslade's life, she is could prevail over most circumstances."
wondered as the beloved bike rest shrubs are plans for a handicapped access entrance
certainly memorable for other reasonsThe
But Givens' feelings for Mrs
were removed, a parking lot appeared on the to be added in the spring. The new door will thing about her that I will remember her for Greenslade arc best summedupbythe simple
south side of the post office and a park be added on the south-eawall of the post most was her fierce independence," said quote: "I miss her."
sprang up next to the People's Bank. The office.
Marilyn Stokes, Assistant to the Director of
This sentiment is echoed in a 19S9
local buzz from students seemed largely
Unfortunately, getting your mail at International Education. "We belonged to letter to Thomas Greenslade from Jane
critical. "Who is going to sit there?," was midday will not get any easier. As of now the Gambier Dinner Club, and would all Kindbom, the Director
of Campus Events
the popular response. Considering that a there arc no plans to alter the door to or meet at someone's home once a month. As "You and Mary will always be a special part
parking lot almost landed between the bank redesign the layout of the post office boxes. she got older, we decided that wc would of Kenyon's tradition."
--
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"The thing about her
that I will remember
her for most was her

fierce independence.99
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Amish Folk Artist to Play as Part of Ohio Folklife Series
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learned their way of life totally."
For 14 years, as the couple worked a
100-acfarm and raised nine children, they
participated in butchering, barn raising,
quilting, learned home remedies, canning,
syrup making, courting, and horse shoeing.
All of these experiences allowed them to
understand the Amish as few outsiders ever
do. During these years, Edwards also began
to draw pictures of Amish life and continued
to do so after her family left the Amish
community in 1989.
"I realized after we left the farm that I
still had all the 'pictures' of what I had seen
and experienced still in my head," Edwards
said. The resulting "memory paintings"
represent scenes from the daily routine of
Amish life as they remained frozen in her
mind.
"These drawings and paintings offer a
rare opportunity to see the everyday character
of Amish life," said Howard Sacks, director
of the Gambier Folklore Society (G.F.S.)
and professor of sociology. Edwards
expressed similar sentiments, saying "I am
now capturing these scenes in my art work
so that others can learn about the Amish as
they truly are."
re

windows into the Amish world with a
presentation based on her experience as a

member of the Amish community of
Tuscarawas County, Ohio this Sunday at
7:00 p.m. in Peirce Hall. As part of the Ohio

Folklife Series, she will illustrate her
presentation of Amish life and culture with
examples of Amish clothes, schoolbooks,
rugs, and quilts, as well as Edwards' own
paintings and drawings that recount various
aspects of Amish life.
Edwards and her husband first came
into contact with the Amish in the 1970s
when they moved to Tuscarawas County as
Near their new
home, they discovered a growing community
"back-to-the-land-er-

s."

Amish, the most

Swartzentruber

of

Amish group in Ohio. "Over
lime we became intrigued by their lifestyle
and decided to
to a farm in the
explained.
Edwards
settlement,"
Amish
"There we began the transformation from
English to Amish. We learned the language,
joined the church, our children were born
there, my husband taught their school. We
conservative

re-loca-

te

the Ohio Folklife series. Now in its second
year, the series is organized by the G.F.S. in
order to present the wide variety of folk art
and culture found in Ohio in the intimate and
informal setting in which it is shared best.

The Changing Faces of Kenyon
What did you enjoy about
Philander's Phling?
Amanda Moser '97

.1

V

"The wild video dance

H a

Neillvey '95
"Leaving."
--

Feature this week, a panel of women

Friday

students will address this pertinent issue in

discussion

a

entitled "Women

as

Scientists."

The panelists are members of COSEN,
organization for women majoring in
science. COSEN allows women to network

an

with other professionals and discuss
scientific issues with one another.
The four panelists plan to discuss women
as

science majors and their plans for the

future. Panelists include seniors Leah
Ceperly and Jody Zolman, and juniors Dana

and Beth Worrall.
As students of varying majors, including
biology, chemistry, math, and physics, these
women will offer diverse experiences of
their role as women scientists.
Zolman, a physics major, plans to talk
about COSEN events on and off campus.
She has participated in research through
COSEN and also the ESM program, a
weeklong program at Duke which focuses
on graduate school as well as careers in

Warn

science.

8:15
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BethSchacter '94
"Liz Kaplan!!!"
....
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Jason Catz '95
"It was better than the previous two years.
I stayed longer."
photos by Liz Kaplan

KCDC's Picnic Augmented by
Phenomenal Student Participation
is directing the production. Hoste
is from Boise State University in Idaho. She

By Joshua Lawrence

of Drama

If you are sinking into an apathetic funk
now that Philander's Phling is over, don't
despair. There are still things to do here at
Kenyon during this long, cold, grey month
of February. The latest play of the Kenyon
College Drama Club, Picnic, will be
presented this Friday and Saturday, and next
weekend also.
Picnic portrays a group of lonely women
in a small Kansas town who come across a
handsome drifter. The main character,
Madge, is swept off her feet by the stranger,
who represents to her an escape from the
life. Written by
dull cycle of small-tow- n
William Inge, the play won a Pulitzer Prize
fordramain 1953. Thecastof eleven features
first-yestudentElliot Holt, and senior Jon
Maimed.
Anne Hoste.Visiting AssistantProfessor

currently
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Tuesday, February 15, "The Logical'
or
What
Structure of Modern Chcmistry-Hoffman,
Roald
Do,"
by
Really
Chemists
for Chemistry, 7:30
Nobel Prize-winnAuditorium.
Biology
p.m .,

Saturday, February 12, Knox County
Symphony and Com rn unity Choir Concert,

"

'

'"

.

i

'

Monday, February 14, Taxes and
Coins in the Markets of the Roman World,"
by Kenneth Harl of Tulane University,
8:00 p.m.. Biology Auditorium.

Thursday, February 10, "Humanity or
Justice: The Politics of Compassion and
The Legacy of Rousseau," by Clifford
Orwin of the University of Toronto, 8:00
p.m., Biology Auditorium.
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Upcoming Features Events
r
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She hopes to engage in
discussion with her fellow panelists as the
program progresses.
The program wants to open discussion
for other women or minorities who are
interested in science, yet may feel
discouraged by peers, family, or classmates.
The panel will also share opportunities for
summer research, graduate school, and future
careers.
Ceperly believes that her experience at
Kenyon has been positive. She does not feel
that "the problem of discrimination or lack
of encouragement of women students is as
prevalent here as it is elsewhere".
A main problem for women in science,
however, is finding a mentor as few college
faculties contain many women professors.
COSEN has helped these women to take
part in a larger science community and
increase the number of women entering and
staying in the science fields.
The Friday Feature is an opportunity
and students to present topics of
faculty
for
All students are
students.
to
interest
encouraged to use these programs as an
introduction to the Crozier Center.

Center's
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participant.

more concerned with the role women
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Ceperly, a biology major, wishes to

play in the sciences. At the Crozier
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gi ve abit of information about her experience
as a woman in science and a COSEN

In recent years, the education field has
grown
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COSEN to Speak at Friday Feature
By Kari Kutina

party-beca- use

I planned it!"

:

Folk artist Janis Edwards will open

"Edwards has the rare ability to talk
about Am ish life having once been a member
then leaving without prejudice," Sacks adds.
"She's also an exceptional presenter."
Edwards' is the fourth presentation in

1

By Amy Rich
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department, built the set with the help of
student volunteers.
Hoste remarked that while every play
put on at Kenyon has student volunteers,
this production had a remarkable student
turnout, with almost 40 people auditioning
for 11 roles. Casting was before Christmas
break, and the cast and crew have been
see PICNIC page eight
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design,

Pryor, the technical director for the
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costume

introduction to theater, and designs many of
the costumes used in Kenyon plays. She
replaces Jean Brookman, who is currently
taking a leave of absence. This is Hoste's
second time teaching at Kenyon; in 1989 she
filled in for Brookman during a sabbatical.
Assistant Professor of Drama Andrew
Reinert designed and painted the set Tim
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Lords Collect Two Victories Over Case Western, Oberlin
By Tad Reynes

12 with 4:12 remaining. Luckily, Donovan

Some things in life seem to require just
that certain amount of practice. For example,
climbing onto a bicycle for the first time is
terrifying, until one has practiced riding it
enough. When the bicycle finally becomes
easy to ride, it just seems to click.
Practice appears to have made perfect
for Jamie Harless, as demonstrated last
Wednesday night, when he clicked again
and again and again. Shooting the ball from
wherever a shot presented itself, Harless
at will against a helpless
drained
Case Western squad who could only watch
Harless' magic.
By the end of the evening Jamie had
electrified the crowd and set the new Kenyon
record with nine
individual
attempt to explain his
an
In
in the game.
performance afterwards, a modest Harless
said, "Case wasn't playing much D, and I
just had good looks at the basket" However,
Harless' 56 percent shooting from
land would have stymied even the best
defenses on Wednesday.
Matching Harless' impressive effort on
the evening was Chris Donovan, who scored
his 1,000th career point with 13:28 to go in
the second half. Donovan started the game
with a cold shooting hand, but turned it on
late in the game to equal Harless'
accomplishment set just 10 days previously.
Unfortunately, neither the efforts of Harless
nor Donovan could overshadow a night of
underachievement by the Lords.
While the Lords beat Case Western 82-6- 7
on the evening, the Lords "should have
won by about 40," as far as Harless was
concerned. Athalftime, the Lords led 38-2with
and they extended their lead to 70-4- 4
8:53 to go in the second half. Yet, for the
next four and a half minutes, the Lords
would only score a solitary point, and Case
Western took the opportunity to pull within

hit two 3- - pointers over the next two minutes,
and the defense finally woke up to stifle the
Spartans' comeback.
In response to his team's lackadaisical
play down the stretch, Coach Brown stated
that the Lords had, "stunk up the court. We
allowed ourselves to be satisfied, and we
can't play like that if we want to win the
especially at home." Another
conference
problem in the game was that, while Harless 's
3's stupefied the Spartans, the Lords' inside
The center
game was almost
rotation of Che' Smith, Ray Davis, and
Terry West combined only to score 6 points
for the Lords. Brown noted that the Lords
will certainly need a more balanced attack in
their upcoming games. Overall, Harless
ended theevening with a whopping 33 points,
Donovan added 19 with 13 rebounds, and
Tom Oakes had five assists. Kevin
Wojciechowski led the Spartans with 15
points.
One other interesting aspect of the game
had to do with the strong crowd, numbering
well over 1,200 on the evening. Ironically,
while the crowd was large, they were
relatively quiet for most of the game, and
one cannot help but wonder if a more
enthusiastic crowd might have invigorated
the slumping Lords late in the game. Coach
Brown and the rest of the Lords offered their
thanks to all those that came out, but a more
energetic crowd will certainly be needed for
the Lords' final home game on the 16th
against number one foe, Wittenberg.
On a positive note, every mistake that
Kenyon made on Wednesday was improved
upon in Saturday's game against Oberlin.
Opening the game with relentless energy,
Kenyon took a commanding 21-- 2 lead less
than seven minutes into the game. Oberlin
broke out of their slump eventually, but the
Lords held the pressure on the Yeomen
securing a 46-2- 5 lead at halftime.
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Rugby Proves Winter Worthiness
during Sevens Tournament at Hiram
By Bruce McDonald

began to contribute led by Gabe "I am the
Velocerapter..Coo-Coo-Kah-Choo"Fras-

The new year has brought much pain and
angst to the Kenyon Men's Rugby Team.
First of all, Captain Mike "Forget Disney
World, I'm Going to Australia" Mooney,
voted MVP of last season's championship
game by the U.S. League of Rugby Players
and Coaches, was drafted by the defending
World Champions, the Australian Wallabies.
In addition to this loss, injuries have flooded
the team.
Star back Carl "Just because I'm
Swedish doesn't mean I like ABBA"
Lagercrantz shattered his leg in a freakish
origami accident, while Chris "I really like
those super-siz- e
extra value meals" Rooney
blew out his shoulder fighting for the last
patty melt at Gund. Needless to say, his
injury was justified. Hopefully they will all
be back for the rest of the season.
So, why did the Men's Rugby team get
up at 7:30 the Saturday morning after the
Phling? Because Dave "Shut up Duff
Goldstein decided it would be best for the
team to test its mettle in the Rugby equivalent
to the Iditorod- - The Hiram Sevens in the
Snow Tournament. The team got to the
tournament only to find the field covered
with snow and the balls coated in ice. Ten
teams converged on this small Ohio town
and each were guaranteed all the rugby,
pizza, and beer they could stomach.
Kenyon displayed its rugby prowess in
the first Arctic battle against Kent State. The
first half was a defensive struggle in which
scrummies like Will "Was that a girl that
just hit me" Valentine, Duff "Can I go back
to sleep" Bond, and Dave "I said, Shut up
Duff 'Goldstein flexed their muscle. During
the second half of the match, the backs

ca

who made a dramatic plunge in the try zone
only to have it called back.
However, scores were accomplished
by Zach "I can move, even with my clothes
on" Morford, Nate "the Stormin' Mormon"
Smith, and a dramatic Zinscresque score by
Duff "Come on guys, I just want to sleep"
Bond. Chris "Berman" Rooney was heard to
have said from the sidelines, "I though we
left Duff back at Kenyon."
The second game was a whole different
ballgame. Against the Hiram S laughtcrhouse
Seven, Kenyon deployed their own version
of a powerhouse scrum. Led by veteran
hooker Ralph "I'm paid to have this haircut"
Loeffler, the front line incorporated rookies
Ian "the spike" Rowan, and Brian'The Celtic
Warrior" Jonesy. The match pitted Kenyon
back Rudy "I lived next to Jeffrey Dahmer"
Vemer against his brother, Dwayne" I also
lived next to Jeffrey Dahmer" who played
for the Hiram squad. The highlight of the
game for Kenyon was when Rudy skillfully
picked off his older brother's errant pass.
The Kenyon Lords were overmatched
in this contest by Hiram's well practiced
Sevens team. Even with the match out of
reach, Kenyon's own Tom "The Plummcr"
Clossey pulled a play out of his Rugby
arsenal when he attempted a fake kick off
which not only fooled the Hiram team, but
befuddled the Kenyon Lords as well.
The reason for the Kenyon team's lack
of preparedness and enthusiasm for the
second match was best summed up by Ted
"I'm not a drunk, but I play one on tv"
Holder's reason for not attending Saturday's
contest: "That's stupid ... there's snow on
the ground."

While the Lords were impressive in the
first half, the moment of truth for them was
to come in the second half, where they had
repeatedly slumped in previous games. Yet
here the Lords were up to the task, and they
aggressively went on to win the game 84-5- 0
even with reserves playing mostof the second
half. Oakes declared the win to be "one of
the top team performances of the year. Instead
of coasting late in the game, we were patient
this time and extended the lead. That is the
stuff championship teams are made of. I
even felt different this game, like I was one
with the ball. I told myself 'be the ball
Tommy,' and everything went well from
there on."
Another highlight of Saturday's game

was Andrew Miller's performance off of ft
bench. Miller came on to average a point
minute, finishing with 18 when the buzzc
sounded. Strong games were also given b
Harless who had 16 points and Donova
who posted 19 points and 10 rebound;
Oakes and Harless also contributed b
delivering six and five assists respectivel,
With the win, the Lords moved on to 19 ar
2, and now have just three games remainin;

at OWU (last night), home

,

again:

Wittenberg on Saturday, and at Alleghen
A win against OWU would set up the garr
of the year when unbeaten, nationally
ranked Wittenberg will travel to Kenyon c
the 16th to settle the conferen;
championship.

Swimmers Prepare For Conferences
By Todd Giardinelli

'Taper doesn ' t feel great yet," conced;
Heaton. "But, I'm starting to feel more a:.;

The Lords and Ladies are nearing the
end of their dual meet season and preparing
for the upcoming North Coast Athletic
Conference Championships. Both teams
faced tough Division I competition from
Ohio University and Pittsburgh University
last week; however, Kenyon rebounded and
continued to dominate the NCAC with a

more powerful. I'll be ready by the 17th f;
Conferences."
Like the Ladies, the Lords four.,

sound victory over Ohio Wesleyan
University on Saturday.
The Ladies travelled to Athens, Ohio to
swim agianst the Cats of Ohio University
and the Panthers of Pitt. While the felines
pounced on the Ladies, Kenyon responded
with some impressive performances. Senior
Jessica Berkowitz continued to dominate
the team's second semester performances,
swimming a season best 5:04.39 in the 500
freestyle.
"Jessica has taken control of her season,"
says Coach Steen. "She is looking forward
to an impressive Conference meet."
Danice Stone and
Senior
first-yeJenny Churchill led the Ladies'
200 breaststroke field and recorded personal
bests of 2:33 and2:3 1 , respectively. "Danice
is taking advantage of taper," says sophomore
teammate Laura Chancy. "She is certainly
swimming fast in dual meets."
To note, 'tapering' is a swimming
technique used in practice, begun a few
weeks before a big meet, in this case the
NCACchampionships. Swimmers gradually
reduce their workout size, training slightly
less than they have been previously. In
theory, by doing this, the individual swimmer
will have extra energy, since the body is so
used to harder workouts. Come time for the
big meets, that extra energy will be beneficial
to a swimmer's performance- - an extra boost
The Ladies' final home meet of the
Tri-capta-

in

ar

season made way for some standout
performances, as Kenyon swam over the
weak OWU squad. Again, Stone bettered
her season's best taking top honors in the
100 breaststroke (1:11.2). Junior Jenni
Heaton followed with personal bests in both
the 100 and 200 backstrokes (1:05.2 and
2: 19.7, respectively).
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themselves flattened by the powerfu
Division I teams of Ohio and Pitt, but react:
performance:
with some season-beRookie Matt Miller recorded bests in be
st

the 50 and 100 freestyles (22.5 and 49i
respectively).
"Miller is getting excited about taper,'
says senior Mike Leymaster. "It is startir;
to rub-o- ff
on someotherswimmers'Indeed
sophomore Chris Churchill's 50 freest.!:
(21.80), Ley master's 200 breaststrok:
(2: 17.2) and sophomore Drew Martin's!:):
Individual Medley (2:01) were all seasor
best swims.
"It is evident in the last couple of mee:
that more of the team is competitive," say:
Karl Fuller. "I'm
senior
to see the rest of the team swirr.
shaved down and in paper suits (for speed).'
The Lords walked tall into the Em.--.
Center pool to take a commanding victor;
over NCAC rival Ohio Wesleyan. Junior
John Rule lead the way for the middle
distance swimmers and recorded season hes
in the 200 freestyle (1:49.6) and 100 butterf.;
(55.4.) Churchill continued to shine in a
grueling 100 butterfly in the 400 Medley
swimmers Ped"
Relay (52.3.) First-yea- r
Monteiro, Greg Singer and Reed Ncwlar.:
swam impressive pre conference races an:
look forward to the
While some of the Lords are pleascc
with the season's performances, Church!
feels that the team needs to perform more
cohesively. "There are exceptions, but a fe
members of the team just don't want tc
swim. If they don't want to swim for
themselves they should at least swim for the
team." Heaton agrees, "The Lords need tc
wake-u- p
and realize how much talent they
have
they're swimming scared."
The Ladies next competition begins
February 1 7th at Oberlin for the Conference
Championships. The Lords have one las
opportunity to swim at Ohio State before
joining the Ladies at NCAC's.
ted

Tri-capta- in
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Joe Bill Ashby swims against OWU.

(photo by Jane Schluter)
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SPORTS
Men's Volleyball mtClub Battles Wittenberg, Earlham Alumni
page seven

Bv
By Evan Diamond

Last weekend was certainly a unique
one for Kenyon men's volleyball. The level
of play was outstanding, yet a black cloud

hung over a certain automobile.
Inconvenience and Dairy Queen stood hand
in hand.
Once again, six feisty volleyball players
boarded a shiny blue van and headed west to
familiar Earlham College for the annual
Alumni Tournament. In the past Kenyon
has met with success at this tournament, and
this year was no exception.
In the first match of pool play Kenyon
faced a talented Earlham alumni team which
featured several gifted players including
one who barely missed the Olympic Team in
1980. During warm-up- s
the Lords tried to
act calm, but inside they trembled.
Game one began dead-eve- n
as side-ouruled over points and the score remained
unchanged. Then, in a surge of power,
Kenyon began unleashing its unrelenting
fury scoring four kills and
opening the game with a four to one
advantage. Soon after, the talented Alumni
squad fought back to tie the game at four.
Just when it looked like Kenyon would set
the pace, the Alumni stormed back virtually
taking the Lords out of contention and scoring
a convincing victory of 1 1 5.
Game two was similar to the first as
Kenyon got some solid plays going behind
dependable setting and blocking from
Sam Chestnut. "We're going to get
some kills and so are they," remarked senior
Marshall Chapin shortly before the game.
The score was tied at four once again,
but Kenyon was barely holding on, using
solid execution, but struggling in areas of
passing and serving. Quickly the Alumni
began to pull away, and the final score read
Alumni.
Even though match one ended in defeat
for Kenyon, it was not an all around poor
performance. As was evident from their
second match, the loss was a good warm-uMatch two of pool play was a familiar
one as Kenyon matched up against the
Hustlin' Quakers of Earlham. These two
ts

bone-crushi-
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11-- 4

p.

c
have met several
times and Kenyon always
wins. As a matter of fact, the Lords have
never lost to the Quakers, which is surprising
because Earlham has a solid squad filled
with several agreeable personalities and
competitive talent.

Game one began with Kenyon
dominating all sides of the ball. Passing was
solid and the hitting was charged as Kenyon
leaped out to a
lead. With the
score eight to one, Earlham began to fight
back and Kenyon, comfortable with their
lead, simply let it happen for a while. When
they had had enough they slammed the door,
winning 11-Game two was a simple rout. All six of
Kenyon's starters played with intensity and
focus as Earlham never even had a chance.
The tombstone read 1 2 in favorof Kenyon.
The third and final match of pool play
was against Wittenberg. First, a few notes
on the Wittenberg squad. This small Middle
Ohio liberal arts school sent 1 5 players, four
d
coaches, and a
setter to Earlham
to play in a club tournament that they were
not even invited to attend. Nevertheless,
they showed with warm-u- p
suits blazing
looking like they were going to annihilate
everyone. What they did was make fools of
themselves as usual with poor sportsmanship,
and the
setter dented Earlham's
field-hous- e
floor with his voluminous
corpulence.
Game one started with Chapin hitting
line well and Chestnut doing his best
impression of a wall with his blocking. The
Lords leaped out to a six to two lead leaving
the massive setter to clean the steam off of
his glasses. The final nail was driven by
Chestnut with a single block as Kenyon won
its third in a row by a score of 11-Game two was frustration. Simply put,
theLords were stomping Wittenberg leading
seven to four when the floor fell out (probabl y
because of that obnoxious setter.) The game
was lost due to poor passing and Wittenberg
snatched a lucky one winning 1
Finally it was time to play the
tournament Only four teams remained and
Kenyon was one of them. Round one gave
the Lords a chance to avenge their previous
five-nothi-

ng
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The Women's Basketball team won
their two games this week improving their
record to
They beat Case Western
Reserve University
on Wednesday
on
and they ran wild against Oberlin 75-3- 3
Saturday.
8-1-

1.

658

The game at Case was never close after
half, as the Ladies improved on a 33-2- 7
first period lead. The Ladies were led in
scoring by Kim Graf who had 22 points and
went 6 of 23, followed by Rahel Fikes who
totaled 13 points while going 6 of 15 from
the field. Leading the Ladies in rebounds
with 13 was Emily Donovan. The Ladies
played a solid game, only trailing twice in
the entire contest. This marked the second
time this season the Ladies beat the S partans.
Against the Yeowomen of Oberlin the
Ladies were even more impressive. Kenyon
lead 36-1- 9
at halftime en route to a 42 point
victory. Oberlin opened the game with the
first four points. Donovan then scored two
consecutive buckets to tie the game with
17:58 left in the first half. Less than a minute
later Graf put the Ladies ahead for good.
The Ladies dominated the rest of the game,
as Oberlin never threatened.
Against the Yeowomen the Ladies led
in every category of the game. Graf lead all
scores with 1 9 points followed by Stephanie
Fryberg who had 15. Kristen Surovjak had
a game high 9 rebounds followed by
Donovan and Fryberg who each had 6. Emily
Donovan led all players with 6 steals.
Kenyon shot 42.2 percent on the night
the first

points remaining.

300-pou-
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compared to 28.6 percent by Oberlin.
This is the best team in at least the last
four years here at Kenyon. The team is
coached by Annie Osborne who has done an
excellent job with the team. The team is lead
Ruth Lavagnino, Vaughn
by
Carroll, and Stephanie Fryberg. Thanks to
an outstanding recruiting job by Coach
Osborne, the Ladies have an extremely
class. Four of the starters
talented first-yefor the Ladies, Kim Graf, Emily Donovan,
Rachel Fikes and Sarah Foran, are rookies.
Charlotte Durant, the other starter for the
Ladies, is a sophomore. Not only have the
Ladies had success this year, but they look to
be very strong in the future.
When asked what the best aspect about
Ruth
the Ladies team was,
in
work
hard
Lavagnino replied, "Our
summed
Lavagnino
heart."
practice and our
up the attitude of the team with this quote,
"Win or lose we judge ourselves on how
well we played, not on the final score."
Kenyon has three players who are
among the conference leaders in several
categories. Graf is fifth in the conference in
scoring, second in free throw percentage,
and first in three point field goals. Donovan
is first in the conference in rebounds, and
seventh in the league in steals. Fikes is
fourth in the conference in blocked shots.
Thus far Kenyon has had a great season.
They had a game Wednesday against Ohio
Wesleyan and they have one remaining home
game, against Allegheny on the 19th. The
NCAC tournament may bring a few surprises
to the opponents of the Ladies.
tri-capta-
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Sophomore Brian

Sheridan stole the court with his consistency
as Kenyon fought tooth and nail. Game one
was a close and well played game, but it was
not to be as Kenyon fell
Game two was clearly the most
game by the Lords this season. Peter
Brooks and his ferocious war cry stole the
show early on with both hitting and blocking.
In addition, Brian Skalinder made several
amazing saves, one of which sent him
careening into the scorers' table. The extra
effort proved to be the winning ingredient as
Kenyon dealt the Alumni their only defeat
of the day winning
Becauseof the lateness in the day, game
12-1- 0.

well-play-

ed

12-1- 0.

300-poun-

Ladies1 Basketball Posts Two Victories
By Jeremy Collins

losses to the much feared Alumni squad.
Game one was a jumble of excitement.
The score constantly changed hands as
neither team could establish any lasting
momentum. The Lords played excellently
as the score was tied at ten with only two

three was played with rally scoring (every
sideout is also a point). Rally killed the
Lords as game three ended 15-- 8 Alums.
Following the match Chapin commented,
"There were six guys blocking me, and two
of them had stools." Needless to say it was
a tough match well played on both ends.
Thus far this year, the Lords have won
more games than they've lost, yet they've
only practiced three times. Why a team of
this caliber does not get the practice time
will remain a mystery even to the wittiest of
athletic personnel, but one thing is for
still awesome.
By the way, as for the black cloud of
inconvenience- - let me just say that if your
car ever happens to break down in the
Indiana, the Kenyon Men's
Volleyball squad can recommend a very
hospitable and rather tasty Dairy Queen,
where you can wait.
sure-they'-

middle-of-nowhe-

Helft Goes Off The Hill
By Ryan Helft
In this year, the year of our Lords, the
hoops team is doing Gambier proud. The
tremendous recruiting class coach Brown
brought in three years ago has fulfilled the
prom ise they gave at last year' s conference
tournament: we can win now. They have
got all the pieces of the puzzle working
together and should be able to take
Wittenberg this Saturday in the biggest
game of their careers. However, I still feel
that it was a mistake to bench the veterans
that could have taught these lads a thing or
two while they were still around. There is
nothing sadder than witnessing the waste
of talent.
On to the big boys. . . It was close there
for a second. The Houston Rockets almost
crept out of mediocrity. But instead of a
having a good chance to go to the Western
Conference Finals, they tried to trade their
second best player, Robert Horry, for Sean

Elliot
Of course, Elliot is an established star
who can consistendy produce points, but
he is not the defensive force that this team
built its success around. Furthermore,
Horry's inside game took a lot of pressure
off of the team's biggest star, Hakeem
Olajuwan. This might have been just
another trade that made me go, "Huh?!?",
but ff reinforces the point that good
management is what makes a team
successful, not short term solutions.
However, the hoop gods smiled on the
Rockets and nullified the trade as Elliot
did not pass his physical. Maybe it is their
year.
If you look at teams that have been
successful in the recent past, you see teams
that pick up valuable players via free agency
or develop players through the draft, not
ones that break up key players in a team's
rotation. The Knicks picked up Derek
Harper when their point guard went down
without losing any of the team's best
players.
This was another sign of good
management by New York, and poor
management from Dallas. It is obvious
why the Mavericks have been in the cellar

for a while, and why they will stay there
until they can find someone intelligent
enough to get the right players into position.
You've got to formulate a plan and have
the guts to stick with it until it pays off.
Michael Jordan and baseball are two
words that go together like tooth paste and
orange juice. They are nice on their own,
but when you put them together, you say,
"What?" It may seem like a good idea, and
it is from a PR point of view, but if he really
wants a challenge, try running a basketball
team or something else we can take
seriously. I'm not saying this is bad for
baseball, rather, I am saying, "Who is he
kidding?"

Helftire and Brimstone
"The Olympics are coming, The
Olympics are coming," isn't a phrase
shouted through the streets anymore the
way it once was when I was a youth,
(although the U.S. and its opponents were
more often than not boycotting the events.)
and I wonder why. Is it because we are
disenchanted with the Kerrigan - Harding
saga or that we no longer care about the
peril of the luge event?
No, I think people are saying these
days,"Didn't we just have the winter
Olympics?" People have realized that the
Olympics have sold out to the T.V. gods
just like every one else. Simply put, they
make more money when the summer and
winter events rotate every two years.
That's sad because when I was young
I thought there was something special about
an event that happened every four years,
sort of like the presidential election.
Imagine if they had waited six years to
offset the games instead of two, then people
would really have had something to look
forward to.
And another tradition that has gone
south is the renaming of the NHL's
conferences and divisions. I could certainly
stomach some realignment, (although the
shifting of the old Campbell conference
was definitely botched) but continue to
give the old guys that founded the league
some credit and maintain their names. I
mean thePacific division?There's nothing
very pacific about hockey. .
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continued from page one
is a sense of sisterhood, and of bonding,"
says Warwick.
"I think they did areally good job," said
Jump. "I think that fraternities, so far, are a
positive experience. You get to be treated
like a king for a couple weeks."

LARSON
continued from page three
social probation. No big deal, and certainly
nothing to worry about. I think we should
worry, because this is not enough. Students
are developing habits now that will last
throughout their lives. I'm sure many of us
are going to end up in positions of power
someday. How many of us are going to be
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page eight
alcoholics by then? How many of us are
right now?
We cannot police ourselves, nor should
we have to. We are students here to learn,

not to take responsibility for the
irresponsible. For most students, it is very
intimidating to have to ask a peer to stop
smoking in a nonsmoking area, or to take the
party elsewhere on a week night. Often,
nobody wants to call security if there is
some kind of noisy gathering involving
alcohol or other substances going on nearby
for fear of being harassed or abused by the
partiers in the future. And we shouldn't
have to do this, since residence halls
supposedly form (and enforce) their own
regulations about noise and so on. I have yet
to live in a dorm with any kind of policy in
place about quiet hours or consideration of
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others, much less one where people observe
such guidelines. I hear so many people
saying they want to live somewhere quiet
and loud drunken
and free of
bashes. Why are there only a few substance
freequiet halls on this campus, and why
aren't they in dorms that will appeal to
upperclassmen?
We need someone to deal with the
irresponsible students so that those of us
who are responsible, who are trying to live
life, can do so. Even
a healthy, drug-fre- e
those of us with the best intentions are not
being protected here. At least once a day, I
find myself having to walk through some
oblivious, inconsiderate person's cloud of
cigarette smoke. I happen to be allergic to
dust and smoke, and I don't appreciate this.
Many people have this same problem. If
you are assertive enough to ask someone to
stop, often they will (with a dirty look), but
half an hour later there they are doing it
again. And then there are parties and events
where the only refreshments to be found
come out of a keg. Of course, it is possible
to go without partaking of any kind of drink,
but it is common knowledge that people
loosen up and enjoy themselves more with a
beverage in hand. What kind of message is .
this sending? If you can't beat 'em, join
'em. Think about it What about the people
who are trying to overcome an addiction?
This is undeniably a horrible place to do it.
This is my call to the community to put
a stop to this emphasis on intoxication, this
obliviousness to others' feelings, this
prevalence of inconsiderate and unhealthy
behavior. There is a big scary word for it:
solipsism (the idea that the self alone exists).
Yes, I'm being extremely conservative. I
know I'm not going to win many friends by
submittingthiscolumn. But this all needs to
be said, and this is my space to say it. I know
e
I will stand accused by the
partiers
of being a lameass who's out to ruin
everyone's good time. To you, I say, You
ruined mine. It is a disgrace that those of us
who go to a function to enjoy what is being
provided there cannot do so because they are
being crashed into on all sides by those who
cannot behave responsibly. I know people
who won't even attend social functions
because they're sick of dealing with the
drunken hordes. And it is inexcusable that
to avoid
those of us with the
alcohol, drugs, and cigarettes mustconstantly
suffer the negative effects of others' habits,
be it as direct as secondhand smoke, or
merely annoying, like being shoved aside
by a crowd of intoxicated people heading
north on Middle Path on a weekend night, or
having to brush your teeth over a sink full of
vomit. I did both last night.
I don't know what the ultimate solution
to any of this could be. There probably isn't
one. As long as there are residential colleges,
there will probably be an abundance of
pot-smoke-
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alcohol, etc. for students to overindulge in
and there will probably be representatives of
the college who refuse to believe that this is
aproblem. I'm sure many in high places wi
deny that the same "fine, upstanding
students" who do volunteer work, leac
campus organizations, and earn good grade;
during the day turn into drunken vandalizing
slobs at night But I know this to be true.
Many people do. And we're not happy
about it. Some of us still have standards
even after four years of this. I'm sure thai
many of the staggering, glazed masses at the
Phling would proclaim that they know ho
to behave. Those of us who went sober
know better. And believe me, we've had
enough.

PICNIC
continued from page four
rehearsing intensively since the beginningof
second semester. Due to the large first-yea- r
student turnout, and overlapping rehearsal
schedules of senior projects like the Lover,
and the Maids, the cast is largely made up of
underclass students.
This production's technical work has
been done predominantly by students, in
fact. The lightning and sound aspects of the
production were both designed and set up by
students. Senior Scott Baker worked out the
lighting systems as partial fulfillment of his
senior exercise in drama.
"What has been so important from my
standpoint," said Hoste, "has been that all
the lighting has been designed by a student
who has taken charge of that artistic
responsibility, and done a fine, fine job."
Sophomore Andrew Winter composed
and produced the music, as well as creating
the sound effects. Junior Julia Eisinger
volunteered her time to help the cast members
with the dancing roles in Picnic as well.
"There has been much more student
involvement than usual, and all of their
work has been very good. These students
not only offered their skills, but put in the
time to realize the goals that they have set
out to accomplish," said Hoste. "It has been
a real pleasure for me to work with the
Kenyon students like this.
The sets alone make the play worth
seeing. "Because it's a romantic flashback,
it gives people an opportunity to experience
student Jeanetie
another era," said first-yePremo, the assistant stage manager. "It's a
time without the cynicism and mistrust of
the world that we live in today."
ar

LOVER
continued from page three
perplexing. Feldman made some tough
decisions, including how to justify the
RichardMax dichotomy, and how to stage
the brief (but hilarious) "milk" scene. The
"milk" scene was a fantastic cameo for
Jonathan Hyland, a freshmen, who did all he
could with his few lines.
AlmostallofFeldman'sdecision'swert
as well crafted, especially the timing of the
second Max scene. This scene probably
presented the most difficulty, but had the
most meat on it of any scene. Her blocking
was never forced and her decisions seemed
uniformly justified. I would have liked to
see the actors moving more from up stage
right to down stage left, which was the only
angle that wasn't played enough. Even
though one side of the house saw one profile
most of the time, it wasn't too distracting
and the scene design was interesting enough
to keep this imbalance off of my mind.
The best comment on this production
was made when the lights went out and the
audience sat in silence, completely
transported. They sat for a moment, before
remembering their "function" as audience
and applauding. The Lover created some of
the most complex, entertaining moment
this year.
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